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Jonathan Kent takes on the mantle of Superman from his father in Superman: Son of Kal-El #1 by Tom Taylor 
and John Timms, which introduces a brand-new Man of Steel to Metropolis. Clark Kent’s never-ending battle 
continues in Superman and the Authority #1 by Grant Morrison and Mikel Janín, as the original Superman 
assembles a new team to take on the dirty missions that the Justice League can’t. Plus, the Last Son of Krypton 
must prevent an all-out war with Atlantis in Action Comics #773.

At long last, the iconic heroes of the Milestone Universe have returned. Don’t miss the electrifying first issue 
of Static (Season One) by Vita Ayala, ChrisCross, and Nikolas Draper-Ivey. Plus, writer, director, and producer 
Reginald Hudlin and superstar artist Doug Braithwaite bring back Icon and Rocket beginning in Icon & Rocket 
(Season One) #1.

The DC Universe continues to expand. Don’t miss the first issue of Blue & Gold starring Booster Gold and Blue 
Beetle by the dynamic duo of Dan Jurgens and Ryan Sook, and the all-new Shazam! #1 by Tim Sheridan and Clayton 
Henry, which spins out of the pages of Teen Titans Academy. Plus, the Red Hood leads Harley Quinn, Firefly, and 
more of DC’s most villainous criminals on a mission to terminate The Joker in Suicide Squad: Get Joker! #1.

The worlds of comic books and video games collide when the Dark Knight and other DC Super Heroes combine with 
the global gaming phenomenon Fortnite in Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point, a graphic novel collection of the epic six-issue 
series. Plus, Kami Garcia and Gabriel Picolo continue their New York Times bestselling Teen Titans series of original 
graphic novels and give readers the romantic meet-up they’ve all been waiting for in Teen Titans: Beast Boy Loves Raven.

WHAT’S INSIDE
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SPOTLIGHT

SUPERMAN: SON OF KAL-EL * ACTION COMICS * SUPERMAN AND THE AUTHORITY

The superhero who started it all moves into a brand-new phase this July, as the Superman  
line of titles expands to allow father and son each to have their own book.

Readers have watched Jonathan Kent turn into a young man over the last several years, including  
his adventures in the 30th century being trained by the Legion of SuperHeroes. Now it’s time for him to  

step up in his own home time, as his father, Clark Kent, sees he is needed elsewhere. It’s not so  
much of a passing of the cape as it is growing the family business.

And it all starts here. In ACTION COMICS, Superman continues to fight the Warworld threat, with an increasing 
realization that this deadly plot will soon take him off-world. This means building a new team to fight alongside 

him against Mongul’s brutal army, and also making sure that his adopted home remains safe.

SUPERMAN AND THE AUTHORITY achieves the former, as Superman enlists  
Manchester Black to recruit a band of heroes with very special skills.

As to the latter, that’s where Jon comes in. The Super Son is now SUPERMAN: SON OF KAL-EL,  
taking charge of the main Superman title as the new Metropolis Marvel. While Dad is away.  
Jon will have to show the world—and himself—why he deserves to wear the S on his chest.



SPOTLIGHT

Superman: Son of Kal-El #1
Jonathan Kent has experienced a lot in his young life. He’s traveled the galaxies with 
his Kryptonian grandfather and lived in the future with the Legion of Super-Heroes, 
who were intent on training him for the day his father, Clark Kent, could no longer 
be Superman. There is a hole in the Legion’s history that prevents Jon from knowing 
exactly when that will happen, but all signs point to it being very soon. It’s time for the 
son to wear the cape of his father and bear the symbol of hope that has told the world 
who Superman really is.
Join writer Tom Taylor (Nightwing, DCeased) and artist John Timms (Infinite Frontier) as 
they usher in a whole new era for the House of El!
Also, “Tales of Metropolis” continues. Jimmy Olsen gathers his misfit heroes, including 
Ambush Bug and Gangbuster, to find out who the Projectress really is and why she set 
her sights on Bibbo!2

variant cover

variant cover

BRAND-NEW SERIES STARRING  
JONATHAN KENT AS THE SON OF STEEL! 

story by TOM TAYLOR
art by JOHN TIMMS 
cover by JOHN TIMMS
ON SALE  7/13/21
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC 
card stock variant cover by  INHYUK LEE  US $4.99  
card stock variant cover by  STEPHEN BYRNE US $4.99  
1:25 card stock variant cover by JEN BARTEL US $4.99 
1:50 card stock variant cover by JOHN TIMMS US $4.99

1:25 variant cover
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Superman and the Authority #1
Sometimes even Superman finds a task almost impossible. Sometimes even the Last Son of Krypton needs 
to enlist help. Some tasks require methods and heroes that don’t scream “Justice League.” So Clark Kent, the 
Metropolis Marvel, seeks out Manchester Black, the most dastardly of rogues, to form an all-new Authority 
tasked with taking care of some business on the sly. Not only will Black know the right candidates for the 
team, but if Superman can make him behave himself and act in service of the greater good, then he’ll prove 
literally anyone can be a hero! They’ll have to move quickly, however, as the Ultra-Humanite forms his own 
team to take out the Man of Steel.

This new limited series helps launch an all-new Superman status quo, setting up story elements that 
reverberate across both Action Comics and Superman: Son of Kal-El in the months to come. And not only is 
Superman putting together a superstar team, but it takes superstars to tell the tale: Grant Morrison (The 
Green Lantern, All-Star Superman) and Mikel Janín (Batman, Future State: Superman: Worlds of War)!

 

1:25 variant cover

SUPERMAN IS 
BUILDING AN  
ALL-NEW TEAM!

variant cover

story by GRANT MORRISON
art by MIKEL JANÍN 
cover by MIKEL JANÍN
ON SALE  7/20/21  
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC  
1 of 4
card stock variant cover by BRYAN HITCH
US $4.99
1:25 card stock variant cover by JEN BARTEL
US $4.99
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Action Comics #1033
Atlantis is under attack! Taking in the Warworld refugees also means taking 
possession of the deadly Warworld tech they brought with them, and holding that 
much power makes the undersea kingdom a threat to the rest of the world. Can 
Superman move fast enough to prevent all-out war? Doing so may mean taking the 
power into his own hands…Meanwhile, some of the escaped Warworld prisoners 
have found the Fortress of Solitude…and along with it, Lois Lane!
In our second feature, Midnighter has gone deep into the Trojan compound and 
found a very unexpected guest whose path he crossed in Future State—none other 
than Mister Miracle!

THE NEXT CHAPTER 
OF CLARK KENT’S 
ADVENTURES STARTS 
NOW!

story by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON, BECKY CLOONAN, 
AND MICHAEL W. CONRAD 
art by DANIEL SAMPERE AND MICHAEL AVON OEMING 
cover by DANIEL SAMPERE 
ON SALE  7/27/21     
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by JULIAN TOTINO TEDESCO 
US $5.99 (card stock)
1:25 variant cover by JEN BARTEL 
US $5.99 (card stock)

1:25 variant cover

variant cover
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Static Season One #1 At long last, the most famous face of the Milestone Universe is making his shocking return!

Bullied nerd Virgil Hawkins wasn’t the kind of kid you’d normally find on the streets at a 
protest—but like everyone else in the city of Dakota, he was fed up. Unfortunately, the first 
time he stood up to raise his voice, the world turned upside down. The experimental tear 
gas released that day left some of his classmates maimed or dead…but it left Virgil, and 
others, with stunning new abilities. Virgil has power inside him now—real power, the ability 
to channel and manipulate electromagnetic fields. 

But there’s anger burning inside him, too. 

What is he supposed to do about all of this? And first and foremost—what is he supposed to 
do about his bullies, now that they’ve got superpowers too?

A dynamic creative team of new comics voices and Milestone Media veterans join forces to 
open up a new chapter in the story of the most iconic Black teen superhero in comics history. 

written by VITA AYALA
layouts by CHRISCROSS
finishes by NIKOLAS DRAPER-IVEY
cover by KHARY RANDOLPH
ON SALE : 6/15/21    $3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC  1 of 6
old school variant cover by SHAWN MARTINBROUGH  
$4.99 US 
new school variant cover by NIKOLAS DRAPER-IVEY  $4.99 US
1:25 variant cover by DENYS COWAN  $4.99 US
team variant cover by OLIVIER COIPEL $4.99 US

team variant cover (not final cover)

new school variant cover

THE LONG-AWAITED 
RETURN OF ONE OF 
COMICS’ MOST BELOVED 
CHARACTERS!
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Static Season One #2
Virgil Hawkins learns that a secret identity is a tricky thing 
when his high school bully gets upgraded to his super-
powered archnemesis! But if he thinks the fires of Hotstreak 
burn hot, then he definitely isn’t ready for the white-hot 
anger of his parents, when they learn what he’s brought to 
their front door…

written by VITA AYALA
layouts by CHRISCROSS
finishes by NIKOLAS DRAPER-IVEY
cover by KHARY RANDOLPH
ON SALE : 7/20/21     $3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC  2 of 6
card stock variant cover by NIKOLAS DRAPER-IVEY  $4.99 US

IT’S STATIC VS. HOT-
STREAK—WITH THE 
LIVES OF VIRGIL’S 
FAMILY AT STAKE!

VARIANT COVER ART SHOWN 
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Icon & Rocket (Season One) #1
Long ago, the stranded alien known as Arnus gave up hope of returning to his home planet. Tragically, he’d also 

realized that his adopted home of Earth was beyond saving. Content to waste away his long life in a human 

guise, Arnus was past caring…until the day a young woman named Raquel Ervin crashed into his life. Soon 

she’d convinced him to put his incredible power to work again as the heroic Icon…and to transform her into his 

sidekick, Rocket! But an innocent question on Rocket’s part—“Why can’t we do something about the drugs on my 

corner?”—quickly set a chain of events in motion leading to the pair becoming the most hunted beings on Earth…

and they’re not just being pursued by Earthlings, either!

Writer, director, and producer Reginald Hudlin (Black Panther: Who Is the Black Panther?) and superstar artist Doug 

Braithwaite unleash a tale of power and responsibility that will stretch from the boardrooms of corporate America 

to the jungles of South America and the depths of deep space! If you’ve ever thought there were certain things 

that a superhero story just couldn’t do, it might be time to start thinking different… 

 .                                                                                                                                                 

story by REGINALD HUDLIN
art by DOUG BRAITHWAITE
inks by ANDREW CURRIE
cover by TAURIN CLARKE
ON SALE  7/27/21     
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC  
1 of 6
old school variant cover by DARRYL BANKS $4.99 US
new school variant cover by DOUG BRAITHWAITE $4.99 US
1:25 variant cover by REINA KOYANO $4.99 US

THE MILESTONE UNI-
VERSE’S MOST POWER-
FUL PAIRING, REUNITED 
AT LAST!

old school variant cover
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DC HORROR PRESENTS: THE CONJURING:
THE LOVER #1 The terrifying debut of the tie-in to The Conjuring: The Devil Made Me Do It begins here, 

with a story that’s bursting at the seams with clues about the new film.

Meet Jessica. Jessica just returned to her freshman year of college after winter break, 
bringing with her the anxieties of last semester’s poor grades, the awkwardness of facing 
a boy she wishes she’d never slept with, and an undeniably unnerving feeling of being 
watched.

She soon comes to realize that something evil made her its target, and it will not rest 
until it has her in its unholy grip. But why did this sinister presence set its sights on a 
seemingly normal college freshman? Read this nerve-racking tale, creepily crafted by 
Conjuring screenwriter David L. Johnson-McGoldrick and Rex Ogle with heart-stopping art 
from Garry Brown and chill-inducing covers by Bill Sienkiewicz, to find out!

1:25 variant cover

TYING INTO THE NEWEST 
INSTALLMENT IN THE 
CONJURING UNIVERSE, 
CO-WRITTEN BY THE 
FILM'S SCREENWRITER! 

main story by DAVID L. JOHNSON-MCGOLDRICK AND REX OGLE
main story art by GARRY BROWN
2pg Ad art by DAVE JOHNSON
Backup story by SCOTT SNYDER
Backup story art by DENYS COWAN
Cover by BILL SIENKIEWICZ
ON SALE  6/4/21   1 of 5  Ages 17+    $3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC HORROR
variant cover by RYAN BROWN  US $4.99 (card stock)
1:25 variant cover by GARRY BROWN  US $4.99 (card stock)
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DC HORROR PRESENTS: THE CONJURING:
THE LOVER #2

Jessica’s life begins to take a turn for the terrifying as she finds 
herself experiencing increasingly disturbing events at her 
college. Most troubling of all, she begins to suspect that the 
phenomena she’s experiencing could have an unsettling origin—
her own psyche.
Plus, Che Grayson and Juan Ferreyra bring you another trip into 
the Warrens’ haunted artifact room for a double dose of dread!

MORE BACKSTORY, MORE 
BLOOD, MORE TERROR 
–FROM THE CONJURING: 
THE DEVIL MADE ME DO IT 
SCREENWRITER DAVID L. 
JOHNSON-MCGOLDRICK!

main story by DAVID L. JOHNSON-MCGOLDRICK AND REX OGLE
main story art by GARRY BROWN
2pg Ad art by  DAVE JOHNSON
Backup story by CHE GRAYSON
Backup story art by  JUAN FERREYRA
Cover by BILL SIENKIEWICZ
ON SALE  7/6/21   2 of 5  Ages 17+    $3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC HORROR
variant cover by RYAN BROWN  US $4.99 (card stock)

13
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Suicide Squad: Get Joker! #1
Critically acclaimed and bestselling author Brian Azzarello (Batman: Damned) and Eisner 
Award-winning art legend Alex Maleev (Batman: No Man’s Land) collaborate for the first 
time in this three-issue, oversize, Prestige plus format Suicide Squad series pitting Red 
Hood, Harley Quinn, Firefly, and more of DC’s most villainous criminals against The 
Joker. When Task Force X’s Amanda Waller sets her sights on Batman’s greatest foe, she 
enlists the Dark Knight’s former partner Jason Todd to track down the Clown Prince of 
Crime and put an end to his mad reign of terror.

story by BRIAN AZZARELLO
art by ALEX MALEEV AND MATT HOLLINGSWORTH
cover by ALEX MALEEV 
ON SALE : 8/3/21
$6.99 US | 48 PAGES | FC | DC BLACK LABEL
1 of 3
Prestige Plus format
Ages 17+
variant cover by JORGE FORNES US $6.99 (card stock)
8 1/2" x 10 7/8"

CRIME/SUSPENSE MASTERS 
AND SUPERSTAR CREATORS 
BRIAN AZZARELLO AND 
ALEX MALEEV TEAM UP FOR 
THE FIRST TIME EVER! 

14
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Batman/Catwoman Special #1
Some great romances are destined to be. The Batman/Catwoman series shows readers the 
romance between Bruce Wayne and Selina Kyle as it changed over their lives, but what 
about their connections from before they became costumed adventurers? This special one-
off issue, meticulously illustrated by John Paul Leon (Batman: Creature of the Night), traces 
the life of Selina Kyle from her earliest days to her entry into the criminal underworld, 
and reveals that Bruce was actually a presence in her life all along. Whether it was fate or 
coincidence, this story gives even more reasons why Selina and Bruce’s connection is one 
of the most enduring love affairs in comics.
 

story by TOM KING 
art by JOHN PAUL LEON 
cover by JOHN PAUL LEON 
ON SALE : 7/20/21     
$5.99 US | 48 PAGES | FC | DC BLACK LABEL
One-shot
Ages 17+
variant cover by LEE WEEKS 
US $5.99 (card stock)
variant cover by BILL SIENKIEWICZ 
US $5.99 (card stock)

variant cover

variant cover

CATWOMAN’S  
HUMBLE BEGINNINGS 
REVEALED! 

PART OF THE  
BATMAN/CATWOMAN 
SERIES WRITTEN BY 
TOM KING! 
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Batman Secret Files: Huntress #1
Huntress returns in an all-new one-shot adventure! Gotham’s Violet Vengeance lived through 
a lot in the last few weeks...including her brain being invaded by a violent parasite bent on 
sending her on a deadly slugfest bender. Not fun, amiright? Well, Helena Bertinelli is no one 
to mess with—and when the villainous Vile’s parasite gives her the ability to see through the 
eyes of his victims? You best believe she’s gonna track him down and pop an arrow in that 
slimeball. Look out, Batman, Huntress is on the prowl... 

story by MARIKO TAMAKI 
art by DAVID LAPHAM 
cover by IRVIN RODRIGUEZ 
ON SALE : 7/27/21      
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
One-shot 
variant cover by RICCARDO FEDERICI 
US $5.99 (card stock)
1:25 variant cover by TK TK $5.99 US
saddle stitched

variant cover

DEBUTING A  
NEW POWER  
FOR HUNTRESS!  

1:25 variant cover
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Batman Secret Files: The Signal #1
The Signal comes back as Gotham City’s daytime protector after his time with the Outsiders. 
But during his sabbatical from his hometown, everything about the city and the people 
closest to him changed. And the mystery of the White Market, a deadly source of weapons 
being trafficked into Gotham City that even Batman can’t track down, will only push the 
Signal further away from everything he knows and into a brand-new world of danger. Writer 
Tony Patrick returns to pen a new chapter in the life of Duke Thomas alongside fan-favorite 
artist Christian Duce!  

story by TONY PATRICK  
art by CHRISTIAN DUCE  
cover by KEN LASHLEY  
ON SALE : 7/6/21       
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
One-shot 
variant cover by CULLY HAMNER
US $5.99
1:25 variant cover by KEN LASHLEY US $5.99 

ENTER THE  
MYSTERY OF THE 
WHITE MARKET!   

variant cover

1:25 variant cover
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Blue & Gold #1
Desperate to regain the spotlight, Booster Gold looks to attract the public’s (and Justice 
League’s) attention the same way any washed-up, second-rate hero would—social media. 
The not-so-tech-savvy hero from the 25th century enlists the help of his best friend, Blue 
Beetle, who possesses both the money and the brains to help his old pal navigate the scary 
world of internet influencers. Watch out, evildoers, our heroes are live and online!
Don’t miss Dan Jurgens’s triumphant return to Booster Gold with the help of all-star artist 
Ryan Sook (Legion of Super-Heroes), telling a tale filled with heart and maybe even redemption 
for DC’s two favorite underdogs! 

COMIC BOOKS

story by DAN JURGENS 
art by RYAN SOOK 
cover by RYAN SOOK 
ON SALE : 7/20/21     
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
1 of 8
variant cover by DAVE JOHNSON 
US $4.99 (card stock)

THE REAL DYNAMIC 
DUO IS BACK AND 
BETTER THAN EVER!   

GUEST-STARRING  
THE JUSTICE LEAGUE!   

variant cover
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Justice League Infinity #1
From Justice League Unlimited producer James Tucker and series writer J.M. DeMatteis 
comes an all-new season starring the World’s Greatest Heroes! There is a being 
wandering the universe searching for its true purpose, but what it finds out on the 
farthest edges of the cosmos will change not just our universe, but many! Meanwhile, 
the war for the throne of Apokolips arrives on Earth, and the true ruler will only be 
decided one way: Who can destroy the Justice League?

variant cover

COMIC BOOKS

story by J.M. DeMATTEIS AND JAMES TUCKER 
art by ETHEN BEAVERS 
inks by ETHEN BEAVERS
cover by FRANCIS MANAPUL 
ON SALE : 7/6/21     
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
1 of 7
variant cover by SCOTT HEPBURN  
US $4.99 (card stock)

A NEW SEASON IN THE 
JUSTICE LEAGUE SAGA!   
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Shazam! #1
Billy Batson came to Titans Academy looking for answers. Why was the rest of his adopted 
family cut off from the power of Shazam? Why are his own powers becoming increasingly 
unreliable? The answers send Billy on an outrageous adventure that’ll not only change him 
but have an immense impact on the school and other students on Titans Island.

1:25 variant cover

variant cover

COMIC BOOKS

story by TIM SHERIDAN 
art by CLAYTON HENRY
cover by CLAYTON HENRY 
ON SALE : 7/20/21
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
1 of 4
variant cover by GARY FRANK 
US $4.99 (card stock)
1:25 variant cover by STEVE LIEBER 
US $4.99 (card stock)

NEW SERIES SPINNING 
OUT OF THE EVENTS OF 
TEEN TITANS ACADEMY!   
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Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point HC
When a crack splits the sky above Gotham City, Batman is pulled into a bizarre and unfamiliar world, with no memory 
of who he is or where he came from…

As he fights to recall his past and escape an endless loop of chaos and struggle, he’ll come face to face for the first time 
with the likes of Renegade Raider, Fishstick, an Bandolier–as well as others who seem impossibly familiar to him. While 
the World's Greatest Detective strives to make sense of this strange new world, he’ll uncover the shocking truth about 
the Island, what lies beyond the Loop, and how everything is connected to the mysterious Zero Point.

Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point uncovers secrets never before revealed in, the game or anywhere else! Every fan of 
Batman, Fortnite, stunning art ,and edge-of-your-seat excitement won't want to miss the Caped Crusader facing off 
against Fortnite champions on the Island, in a desperate attempt to save not only himself, but other familiar faces from 
the DCU…and perhaps the Multiverse itself!

This hardcover collection includes a bonus code unlocking seven DC-themed Fortnite digital items.

BOOKS

concept by/story consultant  DONALD MUSTARD
writer CHRISTOS GAGE
art by REILLY BROWN, CHRISTIAN DUCE, AND 
NELSON FARO DeCASTRO
cover by MIKEL JANÍN 
ON SALE : 9/7/21
Hardcover
$24.99 US | 144 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8" x 10 3/16"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-056-3
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Joker/Harley: Criminal Sanity HC
In Gotham City, heinous acts of violence occur daily. 

Harley Quinn, forensic psychiatrist and profiler, consults with the Gotham City Police Department on its worst cases. But one 
unsolved murder still haunts her—the night Harley discovered her roommate’s body marked with the signature of a notorious 
serial killer known as The Joker. 

Five years later, the case remains unsolved, as a new series of horrific killings begins. When the murders escalate and the 
meticulously constructed crime scenes become more elaborate, Harley’s obsession with finding the depraved psychopath 
responsible leads her down a dangerous path. The past and the present finally collide, and Harley must decide how far she is 
willing to go—and how many lines she is willing to cross—to solve these cases once and for all. 

Written by #1 New York Times and international bestselling author Kami Garcia (Beautiful Creatures, Unbreakable, The X-Files Origins: 
Agent of Chaos) and drawn by Mico Suayan (Bloodshot Reborn), Jason Badower (Wonder Woman ’77), and Mike Mayhew (The Star 
Wars), Joker/Harley: Criminal Sanity introduces readers to a Joker and Harley Quinn unlike any they’ve seen before, utilizing forensic 
psychiatry, behavior analysis, and psychological profiles to create a true-to-life take on these iconic characters that is more 
terrifying than any psychotic fantasy.

story by KAMI GARCIA 
art by MICO SUAYAN, JASON BADOWER, AND
MIKE MAYHEW 
cover by FRANCESCO MATTINA
ON SALE : 9/7/21      
$34.99 US | 304 PAGES | FC | DC BLACK LABEL
Ages 17+
Hardcover
8 1/2" x 10 7/8"
978-1-77951-202-4

A NEW EVIL 
STALKS GOTHAM 
CITY…   
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Teen Titans: Beast Boy Loves Raven
Kami Garcia and Gabriel Picolo continue their New York Times bestselling Teen Titans series, and give readers 
the romantic meet-up we’ve all been waiting for!

It seems like years, but it’s only been a few days since Raven Roth recovered her memories, trapped her demon 
father, Trigon, in her amulet, and had her heart broken for the first time. But she doesn’t have time to worry about 
the past…she has to focus on finding a way to get rid of Trigon for good.

Garfield Logan still can’t believe he has the power to transform into animals. But controlling his newfound abilities 
is difficult, and their unpredictable nature could have dangerous consequences. Knowing his parents kept this secret 
hidden from him only makes Gar feel more alone. He and Raven both seeking answers from the one person who 
seems to have them all figured out: Slade Wilson.

When their paths cross in Nashville, Raven and Gar can’t help but feel a connection, despite the secrets they try to 
hide from each other. It will take a lot of trust and courage to overcome the wounds of their pasts. But can they find 
acceptance for the darkest parts of themselves? Or maybe even love?

BOOKS

story by KAMI GARCIA
art by GABRIEL PICOLO
cover by GABRIEL PICOLO
ON SALE 9/28/21
$16.99 US | 208 PAGES | FC | DC
6"x 9"
ISBN: 978-1-77950-386-2

THE SEARCH FOR 
ANSWERS CONTINUES 
IN THE SERIES' THIRD 
VOLUME! 
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Unearthed: A Jessica Cruz Story
Acclaimed author Lilliam Rivera and artist Steph C. reimagine one of DC’s greatest Green Lanterns, Jessica Cruz, to 
tell a story about immigration, family, and overcoming fear to inspire hope.  

Jessica Cruz has done everything right. She's a dedicated student, popular among her classmates, and has a loving 
family that has done everything they can to give her a better life in the United States. Jessica usually worries for her 
undocumented parents, but her fears and anxiety escalate as a mayoral candidate with a strong anti-immigration 
stance runs for office. As the xenophobia in Coast City increases, Jessica begins to debate if it’s worth staying in the U.S. 
or moving back to her home in Mexico. And despite her attempts to lean on her friends and family, she finds herself 
constantly visited by visions of Aztec gods, one pulling her toward hope and the other toward anger.  

But when her father is detained by I.C.E., Jessica finds herself being pulled into an abyss of anxiety. Despit feeling 
helpless with her father, Jessica must find her way out of her fears and ultimately become a voice for her community.   

  

story by LILLIAM RIVERA
pencils by STEPH C.
inks by STEPH C.
cover by STEPH C.
ON SALE 9/14/21
$16.99 US | 208 PAGES | FC | DC
6" x 9"
ISBN: 978-1-77950-051-9

A REIMAGINED JESSICA 
CRUZ STARS IN THIS 
COMING-OF-AGE STORY!
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Wonderful Women of the World
An all-new anthology celebrating noteworthy women from around the world!
Women change the world—they’ve been doing it for centuries. Now New York Times 
bestselling author Laurie Halse Anderson gathers women and nonbinary writers and artists 
to reveal the women making our world better day by day. Real-world heroes from the fields 
of business, activism, science, and pop culture are making tough decisions every day, and DC 
Comics celebrates them here!

WONDERFUL 
WOMEN FROM 
ALL OVER THE 
WORLD  
CELEBRATE  
DIANA’S 80TH!

story by VARIOUS
pencils by VARIOUS
inks by VARIOUS
cover by NICOLA SCOTT
ON SALE 9/28/2021
$16.99 US | 208 PAGES | FC | DC
6" x 9"
978-1-77950-378-7
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American Vampire 1976 #10
The sequel to the Eisner Award-winning American Vampire reaches its definitive conclusion!
July 4, 1976. Exactly 51 years ago to the day, Skinner Sweet pulled Pearl Jones from certain 
death and committed her to eternal life as an American Vampire. Now, on America’s 
bicentennial—after a half-century of fighting for and against one another—the two foils are 
united in a common cause, locked in an earthshaking showdown against the Beast for the 
fate of humankind.   
Parting words and lasting actions untangle the tense history between the surviving members 
of the VMS—and Skinner Sweet will either reclaim his coveted immortality or sacrifice his life 
in the final battle to secure a better future for his companions!

written by SCOTT SNYDER
art and cover by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE 
variant cover by MATEUS SANTOLOUCO
ON SALE 7/13/2021
AGES 17+ 
10 of 10
$4.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC BLACK LABEL
variant cover US $3.99

A SERIES FINALE 
OVER A DECADE 
IN THE MAKING! 

COMIC BOOKS
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Batman #110
Main: Batman’s bloody, no-holds-barred fight with Magistrate enforcer Peacekeeper-01 
rages on in epic fashion! Simon Saint’s master plan comes to fruition as his Magistrate 
program makes its move on Gotham City, and things are about to heat up! (Not in a good 
way!) 
Backup: The Instigator versus Ghost-Maker in a kung fu showdown! Need we say more? 

story by  JAMES TYNION IV 
art by JORGE JIMENEZ
backup story by JAMES TYNION IV
backup story art by RICARDO LOPEZ ORTIZ
cover by JORGE JIMENEZ
ON SALE : 7/6/21     
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by JOCK 
1:25 variant cover by: RICCARDO FEDERICI
US $5.99 (card stock for both covers)

THE MAGISTRATE 
MAKES ITS MOVE ON 
GOTHAM CITY! 

1:25 variant cover

variant cover
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Batman/Superman #20
The Man of Steel and the Dark Knight need time to recover from their manic melee through 
the Archive of Worlds, but the heroes won’t rest for long! Despite the efforts of new friends 
El Diablo and Alanna, Auteur.io, the cybernetic architect of these alternate realities, seems to 
have the upper hand! And to make matters worse, the Archive of Worlds unleashes its most 
horrific story ever put to magic-infused celluloid: the dark and twisted tale of that demon from 
the depths: Etrigan! 

story by GENE LUEN YANG  
pencils by IVAN REIS 
inks by DANNY MIKI 
cover by IVAN REIS AND DANNY MIKI  
ON SALE : 7/27/21       
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by : JENNY FRISON  
US $4.99 (card stock)

FROM THE DEPTHS 
OF HELL—ETRIGAN 
STRIKES! 

variant cover
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Batman: Reptilian #2
Batman hits the streets in search of the creature terrorizing Gotham’s underworld—and hits 
them hard.  
First stop is the lair of the Penguin, but Oswald Cobblepot is at death’s door (which is better 
off than the beast left many of his cronies). The mangled rogue has no answers for Batman, 
but his blood—and the surprising secrets that it holds—will send the vigilante ever deeper 
into darkness... 

written by GARTH ENNIS   
art and cover by LIAM SHARP    
ON SALE: 7/27/21        
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC BLACK LABEL
variant cover by: CULLY HAMNER   
US $4.99 (card stock)
1:25 variant cover by RICCARDO FEDERICI 
$4.99 US (card stock)
2 of 6  
Ages 17+

MASTERS OF  
MAYHEM AND  
HORROR GARTH 
ENNIS AND  
LIAM SHARP  
UNLEASH THE  
UNTHINKABLE  
IN GOTHAM! 
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variant cover

1:25 variant cover
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Thanks to some magical help from Zatanna, Batman can now see Deadman. Joining forces, 
the Dark Knight and the death-defying specter hatch a plan to apprehend the treacherous 
Talon. But the mysterious assassin gets the upper hand and captures Hamilton Hill Jr.! Can 
Batman and Deadman track the regeneration formula components and find the sinister Court 
of Owls’ secret passageways, or will Gotham finally fall under the Court’s full control?!

A MAGICAL BRAWL WITH 
THE COURT OF OWLS!

variant cover

story by ALAN BURNETT AND PAUL DINI  
pencils by TY TEMPLETON 
inks by TY TEMPLETON 
cover by KRIS ANKA  
ON SALE : 7/6/21 
2 of 7      
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by MAX DUNBAR  
US $4.99 (card stock)

Batman: The Adventures Continue Season Two #2
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Batman: The Detective #4 
Bruce Wayne is facing charges for the attempted murder of former mentor and teacher Henri 
Ducard and faces a grueling Interpol interrogation. Nothing is as it appears, however, as the 
Gotham expatriate charges into a lion’s den of mystery and duplicity without the benefit of 
Batman’s tools. Will the onetime Dark Knight escape unscathed?

story by TOM TAYLOR    
art by ANDY KUBERT AND SANDRA HOPE   
inks by DANNY MIKI 
cover by ANDY KUBERT   
ON SALE : 7/13/21         
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by : ANDY KUBERT    
US $4.99 (card stock)

THE THRILLING  
INTERNATIONAL 
ADVENTURE OF  
THE DARK KNIGHT  
CONTINUES! 

variant cover
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Batman: 
Urban Legends #5 Red Hood: Meet Cheer, the villain behind the insidious Cheerdrops altering the 

citizens of Gotham. When confronted with a man responsible for taking the lives of so 
many, including Tyler, the kid Jason Todd swore to protect, will Red Hood be able to 
stop himself from taking vengeance for a whole city? 

Grifter: Through four chapters of blood, bullets, and Batman, the true reason for Cole 
Cash emerging in Gotham City reveals itself at last…but it’s not what you think! 

Tim Drake: Tim is determined to find his friend Bernard, who was taken by a Chaos 
Monster before his very eyes. But this case is different from any Tim has taken on 
before, and the cracks are starting to show. 

Batgirls: Cassandra Cain and Stephanie Brown are just two teenagers breaking into 
Wayne Manor so they can play some video games. But when Oracle gives them a 
mission, the Batgirls suit up and head to an abandoned arcade to investigate. 

story by CHIP ZDARSKY, MATTHEW ROSENBERG, MEGHAN
FITZMARTIN, AND MARGUERITE BENNETT     
art by EDDY BARROWS, MARCUS TO, RYAN BENJAMIN, BELÉN 
ORTEGA, AND SWEENEY BOO    
cover by DAVID FINCH
perfect bound    
ON SALE : 7/13/21           
$7.99 US | 64 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by : TYLER KIRKHAM 
variant cover by : MIMI YOON      

FOUR ORIGINAL 
GOTHAM CITY 
SAGAS!  

variant cover

variant cover
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Catwoman #33
Selina has worked hard to establish herself as the queen of Alleytown. But in response to 
Catwoman saving Poison Ivy from extermination at the hands of Saint Industries, Simon 
Saint has sent in the early stages of a totalitarian force that has left her kingdom shuttered. 
Catwoman has seen a man take his own life to avoid the consequences of crossing Saint 
Industries, so she knows there is no telling what they have in store for her and her gang of 
strays. And to make matters worse, Alleytown’s eerily quiet and empty streets now set the 
stage for the long-awaited confrontation between Catwoman and Father Valley! 

written by: RAM V 
art by: FERNANDO BLANCO 
cover by: YANICK PAQUETTE
ON SALE : 7/20/21            
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by : JENNY FRISON  
US $4.99 (card stock)    

variant cover
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Challenge of the Super Sons #4
A specter from Superman’s and Batman’s sons’ adventure in the past comes searching for them in 
the present, courtesy of the immortal Vandal Savage! Can the Super Sons defeat the age-old villain 
before he deals a killing blow to their friend Rora? Plus, Jon and Damian rush to save yet another 
Justice Leaguer from the death foretold to them upon the dreaded Doom Scroll, but the Super Sons 
may be too late, as it seems Cyborg has already fallen victim to an attack courtesy of Grid! But 
remember, if Cyborg finds out the boys saved him, the Doom Scroll’s curse will take the life of an 
innocent… 

story by: PETER J. TOMASI 
art by: MAX RAYNOR 
cover by: SIMONE DI MEO 
ON SALE : 7/13/21             
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
4 of 7
variant cover by : NICK BRADSHAW  
US $4.99 (card stock)    

variant cover

GUEST-STARRING 
CYBORG! 
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Checkmate #2
written by: BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS 
art by: ALEX MALEEV 
cover by: ALEX MALEEV 
ON SALE : 7/27/21              
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by : MATT TAYLOR   
US $4.99 (card stock)    

The heroes network—the secret technology that connects the Batcave, the Hall of 
Justice, and Superman’s Fortress of Solitude—holds all the secrets of the DC Universe. 
The growing evil called Leviathan is trying to get it…and Checkmate are the only people 
standing in the way. All this and Leviathan versus Talia al Ghul in a fight to the finish, not 
to mention someone has kidnapped Lois Lane! And you never, ever, ever kidnap Lois Lane. 
Plus: Who is the Daemon Rose? From the Eisner Award-winning team of Brian Michael 
Bendis and Alex Maleev, this all-new story ties directly into the events of Justice League! 

variant cover

LOIS LANE  
DISCOVERS WHAT 
THE “SNOWMAN’S 
TICKET” IS!  



Crime Syndicate #5
written by: ANDY SCHMIDT 
pencils by: KIERAN McKEOWN AND BRYAN HITCH 
inks by: DEXTER VINES AND BRYAN HITCH
cover by: HOWARD PORTER 
ON SALE : 7/6/21              
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by : FRANCIS MANAPUL    
US $4.99 (card stock)   

The Crime Syndicate crosses the line for the last time…and Alexander Luthor demands 
justice! Earth-3’s Luthor, Savanna, Venus, Power Tower, Red Hood, Lonar, and Thaal 
Sinestro band together to form the Legion of Justice and defend their world at all costs. 
Will the looming threat of the Legion stand in the way of Owlman, Superwoman, and 
Ultraman’s quest for global takeover? It all builds to a cliffhanger that will leave you on 
the edge of your seat!
Question of the month: Who is Luthor’s secret weapon?
Also, in this issue’s backup, witness the origin story of Johnny Quick, illustrated by 
Bryan Hitch!

COMIC BOOKS
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variant cover

FEATURES THE ORIGIN 
OF JOHNNY QUICK, 
DRAWN BY SUPERSTAR 
BRYAN HITCH! 
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Crush & Lobo #2
If there’s anything Crush knows, it’s that traveling through space is a great time to load up on 
coffee, catch up on murder podcasts, and definitely not get sucked into a spiral of depression 
while reflecting on your meet-cute with the ex-girlfriend who just dumped you. When 
Crush’s trusty travel mug runs dry, a pit stop for caffeine puts Lobo’s daughter face to face 
with an old enemy whose vicious revenge could put an end to her journey—when it’s only 
just barely begun! Tick tock, Crush…your father’s waiting.

written by: MARIKO TAMAKI 
art by: AMANCAY NAHUELPAN
cover by: AMANDA CONNER 
ON SALE: 7/6/21              
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by: DAN MORA     
US $4.99 (card stock) 

THE BREAKOUT STAR 
OF TEEN TITANS 
LEADS HER OWN 
EIGHT-ISSUE  
MINISERIES! 

variant cover
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Detective Comics #1039
Looks like someone brought a batarang to a bazooka fight! As the explosive battle royal 
between Batman and Mr. Worth roars to a climax, Huntress is on the trail of the other major 
threat plaguing Gotham City: violence parasite Vile! By the end of this battle, one character 
will be dead, one avenged, and even more holding on for dear life! 
Do not miss this epic issue that leads directly into the Batman Secret Files: Huntress special!
PLUS: In The Vile Truth, catch a glimpse into the secret origin of Detective Comics break-out 
villain Vile through the lens of writer/artist Tristan Jones!

story by: MARIKO TAMAKI 
art by: VIKTOR BOGDANOVIC 
backup story and art by: TRISTAN JONES
cover by: DAN MORA 
ON SALE : 7/13/21               
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by : LEE BERMEJO    
US $5.99 (card stock) 

THE EPIC CONCLUSION 
TO MARIKO TAMAKI’S 
FIRST DETECTIVE ARC! 

variant cover
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Detective Comics #1040
When the cops brought Bruce Wayne in for questioning last month, a giant money-man with 
a bazooka and a mustache for days blew the place up. So what’s that mean for Gotham’s 
ex-favorite son? Well, it means Bruce Wayne has to spend a weekend in lockup! Can Batman’s 
alter ego go the weekend without getting stabbed? (I suppose to be fair, he’s stabbed on the 
reg as Batman anyway...)  
PLUS: A major Batman villain meets his death in a story that will rock the world of Gotham 
City in a monstrous way! Do not miss: The Night [REDACTED] Was Killed by Dan Watters and 
Kyle Hotz! 

story by: MARIKO TAMAKI 
art by: DAN MORA
backup story written by: DAN WATTERS
backup story art by: KYLE HOTZ
cover by: DAN MORA 
ON SALE : 7/27/21               
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by : LEE BERMEJO    
US $5.99 (card stock) 

variant cover

BRUCE WAYNE:  
BEHIND BARS! 
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Future State: Gotham #3
Red Hood comes mask to mask with Gotham’s most wanted, the Next Batman, as the 
future of the Bat-Family continues! It’s a deadly showdown made worse by the horde of 
psychopathic criminals who want to kill them both! And finally, the new Gotham villain 
Warmonger reveals himself! 
 

story by: JOSHUA WILLIAMSON AND 
DENNIS CULVER 
art by: GIANNIS MILONOGIANNIS 
cover by: SIMONE DI MEO  
ON SALE : 7/13/21                 
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | BW | DC
variant cover by : ROSE BESCH      
US $4.99 (card stock) 

variant cover

RED HOOD VS.  
THE NEXT BATMAN!
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Green Lantern #4
Improve. Adapt. Overcome. The same lessons John Stewart learned in the Marine Corps help 
him begin his quest to find the other lost Lanterns in the dark sectors of space. Meanwhile, 
back on Oa, one of the Corps’ newest members, Jo Mullein, alongside Young Justice’s Teen 
Lantern and Simon Baz, tends to the wounded and investigates who or what caused the 
source of all Green Lanterns’ power to go nuclear and wipe out the Corps.

45

FAR SECTOR’S JO  
MULLEIN INVESTIGATES 
WHO IS BEHIND THE 
ATTACK THAT CRIPPLED 
THE GREEN LANTERN 
CORPS!

variant cover

story by GEOFFREY THORNE 
art by TOM RANEY AND MARCO SANTUCCI 
cover by BERNARD CHANG 
ON SALE : 7/6/21    
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by BRYAN HITCH 
US $5.99 (card stock)
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Harley Quinn #5
Did I miss something, or is there another new creep in a funny costume tryin’ to take over 
Gotham? Villains in this city are like that multiheaded hydra monster: blow a few up in 
Arkham Asylum, and 50 more pop up in ridiculous costumes thinkin’ they’re worthy of one 
of those fancy character variant covers. And here I thought bustin’ outta Hugo Strange’s new 
headquarters and savin’ the clowns was gonna be my biggest problem today. 

story by: STEPHANIE PHILLIPS 
art by: RILEY ROSSMO 
cover by: RILEY ROSSMO 
ON SALE 7/27/21  
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by DERRICK CHEW
US $4.99 (card stock)

WHO THE HECK IS 
KEEPSAKE? 

variant cover
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Infinite Frontier #2
What secrets and changes lurk inside the newly expanded Multiverse? The devious Director 
Bones of the D.E.O. re-forms a ragtag team to keep the new worlds at bay, but was highly skilled 
agent Cameron Chase recruited because the director needs her help, or because he wants a 
patsy when things go south? Meanwhile, Alan Scott, the original Green Lantern, takes drastic 
measures to find his missing daughter. Someone has kidnapped Jade, and Alan’s going to find 
out why and bring her home. Plus, the resurrection of Roy Harper gives the former Teen Titan 
some unexpected and unpredictable new powers. 

variant cover

THE MYSTERIES 
DEEPEN! HOW IS 
ROY HARPER ALIVE? 
WHO ABDUCTED 
JADE? CONTINUING 
FROM DARK NIGHTS: 
DEATH METAL AND 
INFINITE FRONTIER 
#0!

story by JOSHUA WILLIAMSON 
art by XERMANICO 
cover by MITCH GERADS 
ON SALE : 7/13/21   
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
2 of 6
variant cover by BRYAN HITCH 
US $5.99 (card stock)
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Infinite Frontier #3
Barry Allen’s history with the Psycho-Pirate isn’t pleasant. 
The Flash encountered this mind-bending villain all the way back in the original Crisis on 
Infinite Earths, and it did not end well for the Scarlet Speedster. For the first time since his 
death and rebirth, Barry runs afoul of this foe—hopefully it will go better this time around! 
That is, if the even bigger villain behind the Pirate stays out of the fray, or if President 
Superman of Justice Incarnate sticks around to help win the day.

variant cover

THE FLASH VS. THE 
PSYCHO-PIRATE!

story by JOSHUA WILLIAMSON 
art by XERMANICO 
cover by MITCH GERADS 
ON SALE : 7/27/21   
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
3 of 6
variant cover by BRYAN HITCH 
US $5.99 (card stock)
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Justice League #64
Introducing…the United! This all-new all-star group of alien warriors represents all 
voices in the newly formed United Planets. A galactic Justice League, if you will. The 
first Legion of Super-Heroes? Sort of. The United comes to the new Justice League 
for help because the biggest threat to the universe is on the loose, and all roads 
lead to…Superman. All this, and Aquaman has some surprising news. This big, bold, 
universe-spanning story serves as a perfect hopping-on point for fans curious where 
their favorite DC heroes go next!
Plus: While the Justice League Dark regroups after hitting the books (literally), all 
eyes turn toward Gotham, where Merlin’s followers gather to protect a mysterious 
weapon. Now it’ll take not one knight but two to infiltrate the cult and save reality. 
Batman guest-stars as the Eternal Knight’s new squire in this action-packed tale!

variant cover

ARTIST STEVE PUGH 
JOINS THE LEAGUE!
INTRODUCING THE 
UNITED!

story by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS AND RAM V 
art by STEVE PUGH AND SUMIT KUMAR
cover by DAVID MARQUEZ 
ON SALE : 7/6/21  
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by JASON HOWARD 
US $5.99 (card stock)
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Justice League #65
The Justice League heads to deep space, on the trail of the most dangerous new criminal 
in all the galaxy. The biggest threat to the United Planets is on the loose, and no one 
in the cosmos is safe. Meanwhile, on Earth, Checkmate breaks into the Hall of Justice 
looking for clues to Black Canary’s secret affiliation. What secret affiliation, you ask? It’s 
a secret, duh! All this, and Black Adam declares himself leader of the League.
Plus, as the Justice League Dark plans their next move, Batman makes his in Gotham. An 
ally from Etrigan’s past holds the key to saving the present, but to retrieve it, the League 
and the Eternal Knights must venture deep into his twisted dreams. Little do they know, 
Randu Singh’s mind is a maze that they could end up trapped in for good!

variant cover

CHECKMATE  
INFILTRATES  
THE LEAGUE!

story by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS AND RAM V 
art by STEVE PUGH AND SUMIT KUMAR
cover by DAVID MARQUEZ 
ON SALE  7/20/21  
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by DAVID TALASKI 
US $5.99 (card stock)
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Justice League: Last Ride #3
Apokolips: once the fiery terror of the Multiverse, now a lifeless husk filled with ghosts 
and dark secrets. Will the planet formerly ruled by Darkseid help the Justice League…
or destroy it?

variant cover

THE REUNITED 
LEAGUE HEADS BACK 
TO APOKOLIPS!

story by CHIP ZDARSKY 
art by MIGUEL MENDONÇA
cover by DARICK ROBERTSON 
ON SALE  7/13/21  
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
3 of 7
variant cover by RICCARDO FEDERICI  
US $4.99 (card stock)
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Legends of the Dark Knight #3
“Bad Night, Good Knight” draws to its epic conclusion! Time runs out, and 
Riddler’s new partner, Quiz, captures Batman. The Dark Knight must make a deal 
with this deadly duo to escape and stop the mysterious gas-masked salesman 
disrupting the Gotham underground from selling to one of the city’s most 
dangerous villains...the Scarecrow!  

story by: DARICK ROBERTSON  
pencils by: DARICK ROBERTSON 
inks by: RICHARD P. CLARK AND DARICK 
ROBERTSON 
cover by: DARICK ROBERTSON AND DIEGO RODRIGUEZ 
ON SALE: 7/20/21   
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by : JORGE MOLINA 
1:25 variant cover by: RICCARDO FEDERICI 
US $4.99 (both card stock)

1:25 variant cover

WHO IS QUIZ, RIDDLER’S 
NEW PARTNER IN CRIME?

variant cover
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Mister Miracle: The Source of Freedom #3
After experiencing the mysterious effects of Thaddeus Brown’s ashes, Shilo uses his 
newfound abilities to dig into the origin of N’Vir Free and her powerful minions known as 
the Core. But the Miracle mantle bears many secrets and leads Shilo and his allies to new 
faces. But are they loyal to the Free name? The deadly truth Shilo uncovers could spell 
catastrophe for the galaxy and forever destroy the legacy of Mister Miracle. 

variant cover

WHO WAS  
THADDEUS 
BROWN? 

story by BRANDON EASTON 
art by FICO OSSIO
cover by YANICK PAQUETTE 
ON SALE: 7/27/21  
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
3 of 6
variant cover by TAURIN CLARKE 
US $4.99 (card stock)
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Nightwing #82
Melinda Zucco’s connection to the man who killed Dick Grayson’s parents wasn’t a surprise to 
the Blüdhaven hero, but what the former Robin discovers about Melinda’s ties to the Flying 
Graysons leaves the usually upbeat detective speechless.  
 

written by: TOM TAYLOR 
art and cover by: BRUNO REDONDO 
ON SALE: 7/20/21    
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by : JAMAL CAMPBELL  
US $4.99 (card stock)

variant cover

THIS ISSUE  
CHANGES  
EVERYTHING! 
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Robin #4
Damian Wayne versus his grandfather, the immortal Ra’s al Ghul! For years, Batman’s son 
avoided learning the ways of the Demon from Ra’s, but now that training may be exactly 
what Robin needs to win the League of Lazarus tournament.   
Plus, Ravager follows the mysterious Respawn into the secrets of Lazarus Island! 

story by: JOSHUA WILLIAMSON 
art by: JORGE CORONA 
cover by: GLEB MELNIKOV 
ON SALE: 7/27/21    
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by: FRANCIS MANAPUL   
US $4.99 (card stock)

variant cover

THE RETURN OF 
RA’S AL GHUL! 
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Rorschach #10
Who would have benefited from the assassination of a presidential candidate? Rorschach 
and Laura didn’t operate in a vacuum. Their actions touched a lot of different people. In his 
continued efforts to unravel how the pair got from their stark beginnings to almost killing 
Governor Turley and derailing an election, the detective on the case starts to look at what 
other law enforcement agencies have uncovered, and any potential links back to the Oval 
Office. To do that, it’s time to relive the crime that almost was.

Things are heating up as this miniseries set in the Watchmen universe nears its conclusion!

variant cover

A NEW STORY FROM 
THE WATCHMEN 
UNIVERSE!
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story by TOM KING 
art by JORGE FORNÉS
cover by JORGE FORNÉS 
ON SALE: 7/13/21
$4.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
10 of 12
Ages 17+
variant cover by JENNY FRISON 
US $4.99 (card stock)
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RWBY/Justice League #4
While searching the harbor, Blake, Yang, and Clark Kent come face to face with a trident-
wielding boy who can command sea life. But is this princely boy the one taking control of 
people all over Remnant? And what is his mysterious connection to Clark? Later, the gang 
comes back together, but each team was unsuccessful in cracking the mystery surrounding 
the missing huntsmen. As they discuss their findings, Team RWBY is ambushed by their 
brainwashed friends! They’ll need a savior from above in order to surmount these odds! 

story by: MARGUERITE BENNETT 
art by: ANEKE
inks by: ANEKE
cover by: MIRKA ANDOLFO 
ON SALE 7/27/21    
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
4 of 7
variant cover by: SIMONE DI MEO    
US $4.99 (card stock)

AMBUSHED BY TEAM JNPR!
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Sensational Wonder Woman #5
Katie, a spirited 98-year-old woman, has escaped her nursing home. As her caregivers track 
her down, Katie recounts her World War II adventures with Wonder Woman.

variant cover

WONDER WOMAN 
MEETS HER ULTIMATE 
FANGIRL!

story by: AMY CHU
pencils by: MARIA LAURA SANAPO
inks by: MARIA LAURA SANAPO
cover by: MARCO SANTUCCI 
ON SALE 7/6/21    
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by: DIKE RUAN    
US $4.99 (card stock)
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MYSTERIES ARE 
REVEALED IN THE 
PENULTIMATE ISSUE 
OF THE ACCLAIMED 
SERIES!
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Strange Adventures #11
Adam Strange may save the world, but can he save his marriage?
There are things that happened in the original war with the marauding Pykkts that 
Adam never told his wife, Alanna, and she wants answers now. Adding fuel to the fire 
is the possibility that he didn’t just deceive her, but entire galactic civilizations, in his 
quest for victory—which raises the question: How much has been true in the stories 
he’s told Earth to mobilize its greatest heroes against an invasion right here at home?
This is the big one before the finale. Massive secrets are revealed, as two timelines rush 
toward a collision.

variant cover

story by TOM KING
art by MITCH GERADS AND EVAN “DOC” SHANER
cover by MITCH GERADS 
ON SALE: 7/27/21
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
11 of 12
Ages 17+
variant cover by EVAN “DOC” SHANER
US $4.99 (card stock)
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Suicide Squad #5
After the disastrous mission to Titans Academy and an ill-fated confrontation 
with Red X, Task Force X looks into the Multiverse for its next recruits under 
Amanda Waller. Assigned to investigate the status of Earth-3, the team’s field 
leader, Peacemaker, begins to question what Waller plans to do with her 
ultimate Suicide Squad, as the deadly Bloodsport takes charge.

TASK FORCE X 
VS. THE CRIME 
SYNDICATE OF 
EARTH-3

story by ROBBIE THOMPSON
art by DEXTER SOY
cover by EDUARDO PANSICA 
ON SALE: 7/6/21
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by GERALD PAREL
US $4.99 (card stock)

variant cover
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Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow #2
After the shocking conclusion of last issue, Supergirl and her new friend Ruthye 
find themselves stranded with no way to pursue Krem, the murderous kingsagent. 
Each moment this fugitive roams free, the more beings become dangerously close 
to dying by his hand. There is no time to lose, so our heroes must now travel across 
the universe the old-fashioned way…by cosmic bus!                  
Little do they know, their journey will be a dark one filled with terrors that not even 
the Maid of Might is prepared to face! Can Kara Zor-El lie low long enough to ensure 
their safe passage?

variant cover

story by TOM KING
art by BILQUIS EVELY
cover by BILQUIS EVELY 
ON SALE: 7/20/21
$4.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
2 of 8
variant cover by LEE WEEKS
US $4.99 (card stock)

TRAVEL THE UNIVERSE...
BY BUS?
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FEATURING KRYPTO 
THE SUPER-DOG!
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Superman Red & Blue #5 There’s no dog in the Multiverse quite like Superman’s real best friend, 
Krypto! 
Join us this month for an epic retelling of Superman’s canine 
companion’s origin story, along with four additional tales about the Man 
of Steel, including one that proves that even in his secret identity Clark 
Kent is just as super. While Superman is known for his larger-than-life 
heroism, in this issue we tell the story of a delicate infant rocketed 
through the unforgiving universe! Also, meet for the first time the man 
rescued by Superman more often than anyone else in the Multiverse. 
And follow Pa Kent as he learns what it really means to be the father of 
a superhero. 
You won’t want to miss the penultimate issue of this star-studded 
anthology celebrating the Man of Steel!

stories by JUDD WINICK, G. WILLOW WILSON, BRANDON THOMAS,
MARK BUCKINGHAM, AND DANIEL WARREN JOHNSON
art by IBRAHIM MOUSTAFA, VALENTINE DE LANDRO, BERAT
PEKMEZCI, MARK BUCKINGAM, AND DANIEL WARREN JOHNSON 
cover by AMANDA CONNER
ON SALE: 7/20/21  $5.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC  
5 of 6
card stock variant cover by ART ADAMS  US $5.99
card stock variant cover by MIGUEL MERCADO US $5.99
prestige format

variant cover

variant cover
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Teen Titans Academy #5
After launching their own investigation into the identity of Red X, 
Gotham City expatriates and new Titans Academy students Bratgirl, 
Chupacabra, and Megabat come face to face with the mysterious 
figure in the flesh. With the tables turned, this Bat Pack of kids must 
reveal their own secret origins to their masked captor! 

variant cover

THE BAT PACK FACES 
RED X ALONE!

story by TIM SHERIDAN
art by STEVE LIEBER 
cover by RAFA SANDOVAL
ON SALE: 7/27/21  
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC  
card stock variant cover by PHILIP TAN
US $4.99
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The Dreaming: Waking Hours #12
written by G. WILLOW WILSON
art by NICK ROBLES
cover by MARGUERITE SAUVAGE
ON SALE: 7/20/21
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES  | FC | DC BLACK LABEL
12 of 12
AGES 17+ 

The future of the realm of Faerie lands in Heather After’s hands—and Heather’s not exactly 
known for her sound judgment. But if she doesn’t use her power wisely, she could call 
down the wrath of the Dream Lord himself—and send her closest confidant, the escaped 
nightmare Ruin, back into eternal imprisonment…or far, far worse! Will Ruin be unmade 
before ever knowing the true love he condemned himself to mortality for? 
Perhaps he just gets what everybody gets—a lifetime. But it’s looking awfully short…

COMIC BOOKS

THE SPECTACULAR 
CONCLUSION OF A 
SANDMAN UNIVERSE 
EPIC!
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The Flash #772
Leaving past mistakes behind and racing into the future, Wally West returns as Central City’s 
Scarlet Speedster! 
Now reunited with his wife, Linda, and their two children, the former Kid Flash begins a new 
chapter in his life. But Wally quickly remembers that saving lives and fighting super-villains 
may make him a hero, but they don’t pay the bills. Luckily, an old friend may have just the right 
job for this blue-collar champion.

HEAT WAVE TAKES 
AIM AT WALLY WEST!

story by JEREMY ADAMS
art by WILL CONRAD 
cover by BRANDON PETERSON
ON SALE: 7/20/21 
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC  
card stock variant cover by BRETT BOOTH
US $4.99
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The Joker #5 The never-before-seen tale of The Joker’s first night in Arkham Asylum is 
finally revealed!  
When a lunatic in a clown suit tries to poison Gotham City’s reservoir and 
is placed in Arkham Asylum before his trial, Detective Jim Gordon realizes 
something’s different about this new inmate that could forever change the 
future of Gotham. 
Backup: Rising-star artist Sweeney Boo joins the series as things get worse 
and worse for Punchline and Bluebird. Punchline’s prison war against the 
Queen of Spades escalates, and no prisoner at Blackgate Penitentiary 
will be exempt from choosing sides. And after barely escaping death 
at the hands of Punchline’s former accomplice, will Bluebird have the 
will to continue her investigation and find the mysterious woman from 
Punchline’s past who has the answers she’s looking for?  

story by: JAMES TYNION IV AND MATTHEW ROSENBERG  
art by: FRANCESCO FRANCAVILLA 
backup story by: JAMES TYNION IV AND SAM JOHNS 
backup art by: SWEENEY BOO 
cover by: GUILLEM MARCH  
ON SALE: 7/13/21      
$5.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
variant cover by: KAARE ANDREWS
variant cover by: SEAN PHILLIPS 
1:25 variant cover by: RICCARDO FEDERICI    
US $5.99 (card stock for both covers)

1:25 variant cover

variant cover

variant cover

THE STORY OF THE JOKER’S FIRST  
NIGHT IN ARKHAM REVEALED!  
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THE EXPLOSIVE FINAL 
ISSUE IS HERE!
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The Next Batman: Second Son #4
While gathering evidence against the criminal Arkadine, Jace Fox has a brutal 
showdown with assassin Eabha O’Roark. The shocking arrival of Katana could 
turn the tables…but for whom? Plus, tensions in the GCPD run high as Mayor 
Nakano’s anti-mask policies divide the force, and Lucius Fox must decide if he 
wants to be a part of the Magistrate program. And prepare for a blockbuster 
ending!

variant cover

story by: JOHN RIDLEY 
art by: TRAVEL FOREMAN, NORM RAPMUND, AND LE BEAU 
UNDERWOOD  
cover by: JORGE MOLINA  
ON SALE: 7/6/21      
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
4 of 4
variant cover by :RACHTA LIN  
US $5.99 (card stock)
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The Nice House on the Lake #2
After the life-changing events of the previous issue, the guests at the nice house on the lake 
must decide their next steps—but there’s not exactly perfect agreement about the situation. 
Who among them is ready to walk out the door? And who is content to simply…float?

written by JAMES TYNION IV
art by ÁLVARO MARTÍNEZ BUENO 
cover by ÁLVARO MARTÍNEZ BUENO
card stock variant cover by ANAND 
RADHAKRISHNAN
ON SALE: 7/6/21
AGES 17+ | 2 of 12
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC BLACK LABEL
card stock variant cover $4.99 US | FC | DC

THE ALL-NEW HORROR HIT 
FROM JAMES TYNION IV 
AND ÁLVARO MARTÍNEZ 
BUENO CONTINUES!
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The Other History of the DC Universe #5
Being a superhero runs in Anissa Pierce’s family. It’s been a part of her life in one 
way or another since her father, Jefferson Pierce, first started to fight crime as Black 
Lightning. Despite what her parents tell her, despite what the world tells her, Anissa 
knows that she has the same calling as her father. But as Anissa takes on the mantle 
of Thunder, she must grapple with a very different world than the one that her father 
first patrolled.  
The critically acclaimed creative team of Academy Award-winning screenwriter John 
Ridley (12 Years a Slave, Let It Fall) and artists Giuseppe Camuncoli and Andrea Cucchi 
bring The Other History of the DC Universe to a close.  

story by: JOHN RIDLEY 
art by: GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI AND ANDREA CUCCHI 
cover by: GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI AND MARCO 
MASTRAZZO 
variant cover by JAMAL CAMPBELL 
ON SALE: 7/27/21 
AGES 17+ | 5 of 5
$6.99 US | 48 PAGES | FC | DC BLACK LABEL
Prestige Plus
8 1/2" x 10 7/8"

COMIC BOOKS

variant cover
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The Swamp Thing #5
Newly armed with the knowledge and powers he gained from the Green and yet lonelier than 
ever, Levi Kamei is pulled once more into service as the Avatar of the Green is summoned by 
primal forces to the city of London, where old ideas lie buried, slowly leaching into the reality 
above. The scars of old wars and the dangers of past ideologies resurface as the Swamp Thing 
must team up with an old trench-coated acquaintance and his new protégé to save the present 
from the atrocities of our past.

THE MYSTERY OF THE 
BOMB!

variant cover

story by RAM V
art by JOHN McCREA 
cover by MIKE PERKINS 
ON SALE : 7/6/21 
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC 
5 of 10
card stock variant cover by BRIAN BOLLAND
US $4.99
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Truth & Justice #6
It’s Damian Wayne’s birthday, and the Bat-Family throws him a surprise party in the Batcave! 
But it seems someone has other plans, as a pair of ancient Hittite deities crash the party! 
Robin’s battle with Tarhun and Arinitti takes him on a wild ride all the way to Budapest, 
ultimately leading him to his grandfather, Ra’s al Ghul. As Batman wages a battle to rescue 
his son, Damian is left to ponder a life-altering question: choose immortality and stand at his 
grandfather’s side, or choose mortality and continue on his path alongside his father.

variant cover

story by: ANDREW AYDIN
pencils by: JUNI BA
inks by: JUNI BA
cover by: JUNI BA 
ON SALE 7/20/20    
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC
6 of 7
variant cover by : DAMION SCOTT     
US $5.99 (card stock)

A BIRTHDAY PRESENT 
DAMIAN WAYNE NEVER 
EXPECTED!
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Wonder Girl #3
Let the training commence!
Now crowned Hera’s champion, Yara needs to start acting like one. Enter Eros, the goddess’s 
favorite grandson and the god of love. Can Yara resist his charms long enough to master her 
unpredictable new powers?
All the gods are watching…are you?

variant cover

EROS: FRIEND OR FOE?

story by JOËLLE JONES
art by JOËLLE JONES 
cover by JOËLLE JONES 
ON SALE : 7/20/21 
$3.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC 
card stock variant cover by MATTEO SCALERA
US $4.99
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Wonder Woman #775
Welcome to the Graveyard of Gods, Wonder Woman…the Keeper of the 
Grounds anticipates your arrival! 
Many enter these hallowed grounds of the DCU, but none return to the world 
of the living. So how is Diana supposed to save herself, let alone a whole 
pantheon of gods? With her weapons rendered useless, she’ll have to find the 
key to victory within!
Plus, in a seemingly happier time, Young Diana emerges from her readings 
just in time to discover that Clio has been possessed by the very texts they 
wished to save! How could the pursuit of knowledge become something so 
twisted? Find out as our young hero battles for her life against her former 
teacher!

story by BECKY CLOONAN, MICHAEL W. CONRAD, AND 
JORDIE BELLAIRE
art by ANDY MacDONALD AND PAULINA GANUCHEAU 
cover by TRAVIS MOORE 
ON SALE : 7/13/21 
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC 
card stock variant cover by BECKY CLOONAN
US $5.99

BEWARE THE KEEPER 
OF THE GROUNDS!
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Wonder Woman #776
They may look innocent, but the faeries of Elfhame have it in for Wonder Woman!
What did Diana do to incur their wrath? Well, it may have something to do with 
the Roman god who has turned the Sphere of the Gods upside down in pursuit of 
power. Someone must pay for the damage they’ve caused, and Ratatosk could be 
the first if Diana doesn’t find him in time! 
Back on Themyscira, in the days of Diana’s youth, the missing historical texts are 
close to being completed, but at what cost? Is knowledge of the Amazons’ past 
worth all this trouble? Find out as the culprit behind it all reveals themselves and 
shares a truth that will change Diana’s childhood forever!

WONDER WOMAN 
TRAVELS TO ELFHAME!

story by BECKY CLOONAN, MICHAEL W. CONRAD, AND 
JORDIE BELLAIRE
art by JILL THOMPSON AND PAULINA GANUCHEAU 
cover by TRAVIS MOORE 
ON SALE : 7/27/21 
$4.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC 
card stock variant cover by BECKY CLOONAN
US $5.99
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THE TEAM-UP YOU’VE 
BEEN WAITING FOR: 
WONDER WOMAN AND 
NUBIA!
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Wonder Woman Black & Gold #2
This new, visually stunning, and all-star-packed celebration of Wonder 
Woman continues! Some of comics’ greatest storytellers present five 
beautifully bombastic tales that take Diana all over the DC Universe. 
First stop…the very depths of hell! Both friend and foe come along for 
the ride of a lifetime with guest appearances by Steve Trevor, Nubia, 
and the First Born. The issue concludes with a journey to a place never 
seen before—Wonder Woman’s dreams—as the celebration of her 
80th anniversary continues!

stories by MARIKO TAMAKI, CHE GRAYSON, TILLIE WALDEN, 
STEPHANIE WILLIAMS, AND RACHEL SMYTHE
art by JAMIE MCKELVIE, CORIN HOWELL, TILLIE WALDEN, 
ASHLEY A. WOODS, AND RACHEL SMYTHE 
cover by TERRY DODSON 
ON SALE : 7/27/21   $5.99 US | 40 PAGES | FC | DC  2 of 6
card stock variant cover by JOSHUA MIDDLETON  US $5.99
1:25 variant cover by: DAVID MACK  Price: US $ 5.99
Prestige Format

variant cover

1:25 variant cover
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Looney Tunes #261
Messenger Elmer Fudd must deliver an important package to Taz, or he's going to lose his 
job. But Taz doesn't trust anyone knocking on his door, so this is going to be no easy task. 
And if Elmer is successful, will he still be in one piece? 

story by IVAN COHEN
pencils by WALTER CARZON
inks by HORACIO OTTOLINI
cover by WALTER CARZON
ON SALE 7/20/21
$2.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
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Mad Magazine #231
Don’t throw in the towel…we’re bringing you our “A” game! (as in ALFRED E. 
NEUMAN!) For MAD #21, the Usual Gang of Idiots overcame a ton of adversity and 
charged through the archive to round up so many athletic-supportive MAD classics 
it could fill Fenway Park! Score big with hit parodies like the Karocky Kid, All the 
Right Movements, and Raving Bully. Sergio Aragonés takes a MAD Look at Baseball 
AND Basketball. Dave Berg hits a home run with the best of the Lighter Side of 
Sports. Even team Black Spy and Team White Spy get into the game! And finally, 
slide into first with a winning new Fold-In by writer/artist Johnny Sampson. It’s time 
to take one for the team…heck, why just one? Take fifteen copies, so they don’t 
have to share! 

story & art by THE USUAL GANG OF IDIOTS
ON SALE 8/3/21
$5.99 US | 56 PAGES | FC | DC
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The Batman & Scooby-Doo Mysteries #4
One or two monster masks might just mean there’s a smuggler or crooked real estate 
developer in town. But when Gotham City is terrorized by an army of thugs in monster masks, 
it can only mean one thing: a citywide crime spree by Black Mask and his gang, the False Face 
Society!  With Batman mysteriously missing, and Nightwing and Batgirl up against a horde of 
crooked creatures, it’s lucky that the heroes have help from Scooby and the gang.  After all, 
who has more experience in pulling the masks off bad guys?

story by: IVAN COHEN
art and cover by: DARIO BRIZUELA 
ON SALE 7/13/21   
$2.99 US | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
4 of 12
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Absolute Fourth World By Jack Kirby Vol. 2
In the 1970s, after decades shaping the Marvel Universe, Jack “the King” Kirby made a much-
publicized move to DC Comics, where he was given full creative freedom to build something 
unprecedented: A sweeping multi-series saga featuring new worlds, instantly iconic new 
characters, and rich new mythologies that he called “the Fourth World.” Rediscover the worlds 
of Apokolips and New Genesis in this large-scale reprint of Kirby’s grand opus!
This second of two Absolute volumes collects Superman’s Pal Jimmy Olsen #146-148, The Forever 
People #7-11, The New Gods #7-11, Mister Miracle #7-18, Jack Kirby’s New Gods (Reprint Series) #6, 
DC Graphic Novel #4: The Hunger Dogs, and Jack Kirby’s lost tale “On the Road to Armagetto” 
(published at full size for the first time ever), along with a brand-new foreword by Tom Scioli, a 
gallery of Kirby pencils, never-before-collected essays from Kirby and Mark Evanier, and more!

story by JACK KIRBY
pencils by JACK KIRBY
inks by MIKE ROYER AND OTHERS
cover and slipcase by RIAN HUGHES WITH 
SPOT ART BY JACK KIRBY
ON SALE 12/14/2021
Hardcover
$150.00 US | 824 PAGES | FC | DC
8 1/8" x 12 ¼"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-333-5

JACK KIRBY’S FOURTH 
WORLD—NOW BIGGER 
THAN EVER!

NOT FINAL ART 
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Aquaman: 80 Years of the King of the Seven Seas The Deluxe Edition
DC celebrates the 80-year history of the King of the Seven Seas, Aquaman!

This new hardcover includes Aquaman’s most memorable appearances, from 
his 1940s debut in the pages of More Fun Comics #73 to recent classics from top 
creators including Geoff Johns and more! Discover the stories that shaped the 
hero of the seas!

Collects stories from More Fun Comics #73; Adventure Comics #120, #137, #232, 
#266, #269, #437, #475; Aquaman (1962) #11, #35, #46, #62; Aquaman (1986) 
#1; Legend of Aquaman Special #1; Aquaman (1994) #0, #37; Aquaman (2002) 
#17; Aquaman (2011) #1; Aquaman (2016) #25; JLA: Our Worlds at War #1; and 
Outsiders: Five of a Kind – Metamorpho/Aquaman #1, plus essays from former 
Aquaman editors and writers and a brand-new cover from Jim Lee.

EIGHT DECADES  
OF UNDERSEA  
ADVENTURES!

NOT FINAL ART 

story by MORT WEISINGER, PAUL LEVITZ, PAUL KUPPERBERG, PETER 
DAVID, JEPH LOEB, G. WILLOW WILSON, GEOFF JOHNS, AND OTHERS
pencils by PAUL NORRIS, RAMONA FRADON, NICK CARDY, PATRICK 
GLEASON, JOSHUA MIDDLETON, IVAN REIS, AND OTHERS
cover by JIM LEE
ON SALE 9/28/21
Hardcover
$29.99 US | 440 PAGES | FC | DC
7 1/6" x 10 7/8"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-019-8
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Batman Adventures: Cat Got Your Tongue?
Batman Adventures: Cat Got Your Tongue? collects some of Batman and Catwoman’s most iconic moments! 
Whether she’s taking revenge on her enemies or stealing right out of someone else’s clutches, Catwoman is 
always surprising Gotham…especially Batman.
Collects Adventures in the DC Universe #2, #19; Batman: Gotham Adventures #4, #24, #50; and Batman 
Adventures #10.

WHEN THE BAT 
MET THE CAT!

story by VARIOUS
pencils by VARIOUS
cover by DARWYN COOKE
ON SALE 8/31/21
$9.99 US | 144 PAGES | FC | DC
5 ½" x 8"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-080-8
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Batman: The Brave and the Bold The Bronze Age Omnibus Vol. 3
Back in the ’70s, The Brave and the Bold paired Batman with a wild array of partners. Wonder Woman, Supergirl, 
Adam Strange, Sgt. Rock, Black Lightning, and the Metal Men, among many more, showed up to take their turns in 
the spotlight. The success of these comics was due in large part to the contributions of writer Bob Haney and artist 
Jim Aparo. Both men used their considerable skills to bring readers an extraordinary new adventure every issue.

Upon Haney’s exit from the series, Aparo was joined by such celebrated writers as Mike W. Barr, Gerry Conway, 
Alan Brennert, and more. Legendary artists such as Carmine Infantino, Dick Giordano, José Luis García-López, Dave 
Cockrum, and Dave Gibbons would also grace the series before its end. Without question, these Batman team-up 
stories are the most essential, nail-biting thrillers DC Comics published during the Bronze Age.

Batman: The Brave and the Bold – The Bronze Age Omnibus Vol. 3 collects the Dark Knight’s team-up adventures 
from The Brave and the Bold #157-200 and includes a brand-new foreword by writer Scott Beatty, along with nearly a 
dozen never-before-collected, meticulously restored stories.

written by MIKE W. BARR, GERRY CONWAY, ALAN 
BRENNERT, AND OTHERS
art by JIM APARO, CARMINE INFANTINO, DICK 
GIORDANO, JOSÉ LUIS GARCÍA-LÓPEZ, AND 
OTHERS
cover by KARL KERSCHL
ON SALE 9/7/21
Hardcover
$99.99 US | 904 PAGES | FC | DC
7 1/16" x 10 7/8"
ISBN: 978-1-4012-9282-9

THE FINAL  
VOLUME!
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Batman: The Court of Owls Deluxe Edition
After remaining hidden for years, a secret organization known as the Court of Owls 
suddenly surfaces in Gotham City. But why? As Batman begins to unravel the deadly 
mystery, he discovers a conspiracy going back to his youth and beyond to the origins 
of the city he’s sworn to protect. Could the Court of Owls, which he once thought to 
be nothing more than an urban myth, actually be behind the never-ending crime and 
corruption in Gotham? Or is Bruce Wayne losing his grip on sanity and falling prey to 
the pressures of being Batman?
From writer Scott Snyder (Dark Nights: Metal) and artist Greg Capullo comes a 
brooding tale of shadow societies and long-forgotten family secrets. Collects the 
full bestselling saga from Batman #1-11 in deluxe hardcover with behind-the-scenes 
extras!

THE UNFORGET-
TABLE STORY 
RETURNS WITH 
NEW BEHIND-THE-
SCENES EXTRAS!

written by SCOTT SNYDER
art by GREG CAPULLO AND JONATHAN GLAPION
cover by GREG CAPULLO
ON SALE 9/14/21
Hardcover
$34.99 US | 368 PAGES | FC | DC
7 1/16" x 10 7/8"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-259-8
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Batman: Zero Year
New York Times bestselling author Scott Snyder and artist Greg Capullo delve into Bruce 
Wayne’s past and reveal his journey to becoming Batman. Batman: Zero Year features 
secret moments from Bruce’s training abroad, run-ins with aspiring district attorney 
Harvey Dent, and how Bruce learned to work with his new ally, Lieutenant Jim Gordon.
This collection spins into total darkness as the Riddler stirs up chaos in Gotham City in 
the Secret City, Dark City, and Savage City arcs.
What corners of Batman’s past will be revealed? And how will they impact his very near 
future? Unravel the mysteries set forth by the Riddler and join the madness as Batman 
gets closer to the endgame.
Collects Batman #21-27 and Batman #29-33.

COLLECTED IN ONE VOLUME 
FOR THE FIRST TIME!  

story by SCOTT SNYDER
art by GREG CAPULLO AND DANNY MIKI
cover by GREG CAPULLO
ON SALE 8/31/21
$29.99 US | 400 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8" x 10 3/16"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-036-5
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DC Poster Portfolio Jim Lee Vol. 2
Jim Lee is a world-renowned comic book legend, and DC Poster Portfolio: Jim Lee Vol. 2 
showcases more of his incredible and iconic artwork for fans and collectors alike!
DC presents a second volume of superstar illustrator Jim Lee’s stunning pieces. Starring 
some of the world’s greatest superheroes and super-villains, from Batman to Superman and 
beyond, the art collected in this poster portfolio is perfect for framing and display!

MORE ASTOUNDING 
ARTWORK FROM 
JIM LEE! 

art by JIM LEE
cover by JIM LEE
ON SALE 12/21/21
$24.99 US | 42 PAGES | FC | DC
12" x 16"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-332-8
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DC Poster Portfolio: Dark Nights: Metal
This spotlight poster portfolio features covers and variants from the smash-hit 
DC event, featuring artwork from Greg Capullo, Jim Lee, Andy Kubert, Francesco 
Mattina, and more!

Printed on heavy cardstock paper at oversize trim, the pages of the poster 
portfolio are easily pulled out and suitable for framing.  

 

THE ART OF DC’S 
DARK NIGHTS: 
METAL!

art by VARIOUS
cover by GREG CAPULLO 
ON SALE 12/14/21
$24.99 US | 42 PAGES | FC | DC
12" x 16"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-315-1

NOT FINAL ART/COVER 
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When Slade Wilson is confronted by his own troubled past, he’ll be challenged to reinvent 
himself before he loses everything and everyone in his life. Can Deathstroke be redeemed? 
And if he can, how long will he be able to keep up his hero status? 
Find out in Deathstroke by Christopher Priest Omnibus, collecting Deathstroke: Rebirth #1; 
Deathstroke #1-50; Deathstroke Annual (Rebirth) #1; Titans #11; Teen Titans #8, #28-30; Titans: 
The Lazarus Contract Special #1; and DC Holiday Special 2017 #1. 

story by CHRISTOPHER PRIEST
art by CARLO PAGULAYAN, JASON PAZ, AND 
OTHERS
cover by DAVE JOHNSON
ON SALE 9/14/21
$150.00 US | 1392 PAGES | FC | DC
7 1/16" x 10 7/8"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-260-4

THE COMPLETE 
REBIRTH-ERA SAGA 
OF DC’S DEADLIEST 
ASSASSIN!

NOT FINAL ART 

Deathstroke by Christopher Priest Omnibus
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Fables Compendium Three
As the free Fables struggle to regroup following the destruction of their New York City 
stronghold, Mr. Dark grows more powerful than ever! Sitting amid the wreckage that was 
once Fabletown, this sinister figure is building a web of fear and anger that threatens to 
ensnare any Fable who strays too close. Who among the Fables could defeat such a foe? The 
witches and warlocks formerly of the 13th floor? A damaged Rose Red with nothing to lose? 
Or perhaps it’s a job…for a super-team!
This third of four compendiums collects stories from Fables #83-113, the original graphic novel 
Fables: Werewolves of the Heartland, and “The Great Fables Crossover” chapters from Jack of 
Fables #33-35 and The Literals #1-3. 

AFTER THE GREAT 
WAR—COMES THE 
GREAT CROSSOVER! 

story by BILL WILLINGHAM
art by MARK BUCKINGHAM
cover by MARK BUCKINGHAM
ON SALE 8/24/21
$59.99 US | 1,096 PAGES | FC | DC
ISBN: 978-1-77951-035-8
6 5/8" x 10 3/16"
Ages 17+
DC Black Label
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Fourth World by Jack Kirby Omnibus
In the 1970s, legendary creator Jack “the King” Kirby revolutionized the comic book medium 
with a sweeping multi-series saga that encompassed impossible new worlds, iconic 
new characters, and sweeping new mythologies. He called it the Fourth World, and its 
debut elicited unprecedented levels of excitement and anticipation from comics readers 
everywhere.
The Fourth World by Jack Kirby Omnibus collects, in a single hardcover volume, Kirby’s 
complete chronicles from the pages of Superman’s Pal Jimmy Olsen, The New Gods, The Forever 
People, and Mister Miracle, as well as the climactic graphic novel The Hunger Dogs. 
This transformative tome also includes illuminating essays from acclaimed author (and 
former Kirby apprentice) Mark Evanier and celebrated comics creator (and avowed Kirby fan) 
Walter Simonson, as well as a special section of Kirby pencils, profiles, pinups, and more!

OFFERED AGAIN!

story by JACK KIRBY
art by JACK KIRBY
cover by JACK KIRBY
ON SALE 9/14/21
$150.00 US | 1,536 PAGES | FC | DC
7 1/16" x 10 7/8"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-261-1
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Gotham City Monsters
Now that S.H.A.D.E. has been dismantled by Leviathan, Frankenstein finds himself free to 
set his sights on his former mentor, Melmoth, the one evil that got away. With bad things 
happening across the Multiverse, this may be Frankenstein’s last shot at setting things right. 
Of course, Melmoth has his own agenda, and it’s going to take more than a lone monster to 
take him down. So Frankenstein heads to Gotham City in search of allies and recruits Killer 
Croc, Lady Clayface, Orca, vampire Andrew Bennett, and a mysterious figure known as the 
Red Phantom. But will even these dread creatures be enough to save humanity before the 
entire cosmos collapses in on itself? Fan-favorite writer Steve Orlando (Midnighter, Martian 
Manhunter, Batman/Shadow) and red-hot artist Amancay Nahuelpan (Crush & Lobo) bring the 
monstrous might of the DC Universe in full force. Collecting Gotham City Monsters #1-6.  

story by: STEVE ORLANDO 
art by: AMANCAY NAHUELPAN 
cover by: PHILIP TAN  
ON SALE 8/17/21
$17.99 US | 144 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8"x 10 3/16"
ISBN: 978-1-77950-307-7

THE FAN-FAVORITE 
MINISERIES NOW 
COLLECTED!  
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 John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 25: Another Season
By rights, John Constantine should be the happiest magician alive. He’s just gotten married 
to the sexy young alchemist Epiphany Greaves and successfully fended off his demonic 
archenemies at the reception. He’ll have to replace the thumb he cut off during a bout of 
magic-induced madness, but hey, for Constantine, that’s not bad. 
But the honeymoon is about to end. His niece, Gemma, is out for revenge for an assault she 
holds her dear Uncle John responsible for—but in her quest for vengeance, she summons a 
demon she can’t control. 
Gemma’s missteps will take John all the way to Hell in this penultimate volume of Vertigo’s 
longest-running series. John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 25: Another Season collects issues 
#276-291 as well as the previously uncollected story “Exposed” from DC’s 9/11 anthology.  

THE PENULTIMATE 
VOLUME!

story by PETER MILLIGAN
art by GIUSEPPE CAMUNCOLI, STEFANO 
LANDINI, SIMON BISLEY
cover by SIMON BISLEY
ON SALE 8/10/21
$34.99 US | 352 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8" x 10 3/16"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-029-7
Ages 17+
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Justice League Dark: The New 52 Omnibus
With the Justice League defeated at the hands of the Enchantress, Madame Xanadu must assemble the world’s most 
powerful and strange magical heroes to prevent her premonitions of end times from coming to fruition!

Bringing together the likes of John Constantine, Zatanna, Shade, and Deadman, this unlikely team will be forced to put 
aside their differences to save the world. Never one to play nice, Constantine and the group will fall apart time and time 
again, only to come together when the world needs them most. Joined by the likes of a centuries-old vampire, Black 
Orchid, and Frankenstein, Agent of S.H.A.D.E., among many more, some will live, many will die, but together, maybe they 
can save this world!

Justice League Dark: The New 52 Omnibus features the entire epic run in one massive, accursed tome! Collecting Justice 
League Dark #0-40; Justice League Dark Annual #1-2; Justice League Dark: Futures End #1; Constantine #5, #9-12; I, Vampire 
#7-8; Justice League #22-23; Justice League of America #6-7; a story from The New 52! Free Comic Book Day Special Edition #1,  
Trinity of Sin: Pandora #1-3, #6-9; and Trinity of Sin: The Phantom Stranger #11, #14-17, plus an extensive behind-the-scenes 
art gallery and a brand-new introduction by the writer who started it all, Peter Milligan!

DARK TIMES CALL FOR 
THE DARK ARTS!

story by J.M. DEMATTEIS, JEFF LEMIRE, RAY 
FAWKES, PETER MILLIGAN, AND OTHERS
art by MIKEL JANÍN, ANDRÉS GUINALDO, AND 
OTHERS
cover by RYAN SOOK
ON SALE 9/21/21
$150.00 US | 1,648 PAGES | FC | DC
Hardcover
7 1/16" x 10 7/8"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-313-7
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Starman Compendium One
When the original Starman’s old foe the Mist continues an old vendetta, Jack Knight is 
forced into a role he’s spent his whole life denying: Jack will have to pick up Starman’s 
Cosmic Rod.
Soon Jack finds himself flung into a life he never wanted for himself…but it just might be his 
destiny! Watch Starman go up against the Mist, the Shade, and even Captain Marvel!
Starman Compendium One collects Starman #0-42, Starman 80-Page Giant #1, Starman Annual 
#1-2, Starman Secret Files #1, Showcase ’95 #12, Showcase ’96 #4-5, The Power of Shazam! #35-
36, and The Shade #1-4.

THE AWARD-WINNING 
SERIES RETURNS IN A 
BRAND-NEW COLLECTION!

NOT FINAL ART 

story by JAMES ROBINSON
art by TONY HARRIS, WADE VON 
GRAWBADGER, AND OTHERS
cover by TONY HARRIS
ON SALE 8/17/21
$59.99 US | 1,448 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8" x 10 3/16"
ISBN: 978-1-77950-941-3
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Superboy and the Legion of Super-Heroes (Tabloid Edition)
This tabloid-size masterpiece reprints a classic Superboy and the Legion of Super-Heroes story at 
full size for the first time.
Superboy arrives in the future for the wedding of Saturn Girl and Lightning Lad only to find a world 
totally different from the one he is used to visiting, but the Legionnaires insist it has always been 
that way. With Superboy unable to convince his teammates that something is wrong, the wedding 
proceeds as planned, only for the bride and groom to be kidnapped by the Lunarites. Convinced that 
the altering of history is the real issue, Superboy leads a team of Legionnaires back in time, while 
the rest of the group attempts to rescue the kidnapped couple. 
Can Superboy’s team correct the flow of time and save the future? Includes a two-page pinup of 
the entire Legion by Mike Grell and an eight-page feature containing information on each of the 
Legionnaires by Paul Levitz, illustrated by James Sherman and Jack Abel.

A CLASSIC STORY 
REPRINTED IN AN 
OVERSIZE TABLOID 
HARDCOVER!

story by PAUL LEVITZ
art by MIKE GRELL
cover by MIKE GRELL
ON SALE 12/14/21
$39.99 US | 80 PAGES | FC | DC
Hardcover
10" x 13 ½"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-335-9
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Superman & Lois Lane: The 25th Wedding Anniversary Deluxe Edition
The marriage of Clark Kent and Lois Lane was a special event nearly 60 years in the making! 
Now, a quarter century later, we look back and celebrate that historic moment in Superman & 
Lois Lane: The 25th Wedding Anniversary Deluxe Edition! 
This beautiful hardcover collects the landmark Superman: The Wedding Album, along with 
other relationship highlights, including the lead-up to the altar (Superman #118) and the 
honeymoon (Adventures of Superman #541, Action Comics #728, Superman: The Man of Steel 
#63), with new extras! 

story by VARIOUS
art by VARIOUS
cover by JOHN BYRNE
ON SALE 9/14/21
$34.99 US | 208 PAGES | FC | DC
Hardcover
7 1/16" x 10 7/8"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-033-4

THE BIGGEST  
WEDDING IN  
COMICS HISTORY!

NOT FINAL ART 
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Swamp Thing: New Roots
Deep in the Louisiana bayou, a terrifying monster stalks the waters, strangling life before 
it can grow and leaving a trail of death in its wake. And the Sunderland Corporation is 
coming for Swamp Thing next.
Swamp Thing alone stands to defend his community from the growing menace of an 
evil corporation ready to turn the earth to barren soil if it helps their bottom line. But 
Sunderland’s reach stretches further than even the Swamp Thing can grasp…their plans 
for destruction will affect not just the swamps he calls home, but the entire planet!
And Swamp Thing is not the only strange spirit alive in the bayou. When a fifolet—a ghost 
light, a will o’ the wisp—leads him to strangers who need his help, Swamp Thing must 
discover what this restless ghost’s true purpose might be…if he can survive long enough 
to find out.

written by MARK RUSSELL, PHIL HESTER, 
ANDREW CONSTANT
art by MARCO SANTUCCI, TOM MANDRAKE
cover by MARCO SANTUCCI AND JOHN KALISZ
ON SALE 8/31/2021
$16.99 US | 152 PAGES | FC | DC
6 5/8" x 10 3/16"
ISBN:  978-1-77951-133-1

NOT FINAL ART 
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Sweet Tooth: The Return
Once upon a time there was a little boy named Gus. He had antlers and lived with his father 
in a little cabin in the woods. Then his father died, and the big man with cold eyes took 
Gus away. Gus went on many great adventures, found friends, love, happiness, family, and 
acceptance.
Now, years later…it begins again. A young boy with antlers and deer-like features wakes in a 
bizarre and completely foreign world where the last humans struggle to survive. They tell the 
boy he is special, he is chosen, and that he alone can lead them back to a world dominated by 
the oppressive Hybrids.
Acclaimed writer/artist Jeff Lemire reunites with colorist José Villarubia to bring you the next 
chapter in the saga of DC’s acclaimed series Sweet Tooth!
 

written by JEFF LEMIRE
art by JEFF LEMIRE
cover by JEFF LEMIRE
ON SALE 8/17/2021
$17.99 US | 144 PAGES | FC | DC
DC Black Label | Ages 17+
6 5/8" x 10 3/16"
ISBN: 978-1-77951-032-7

SOON TO BE A 
TV SERIES ON NETFLIX 

COLLECTED EDITIONS

NOT FINAL ART 
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DARK NIGHTS: DEATH METAL #1 SOUNDTRACK SPECIAL 
EDITION - RISE AGAINST WITH FLEXI SINGLE "BROKEN 
DREAMS, INC." 

This special edition of the first issue of Dark Nights: Death Metal features an all-new cover by 
Dave Johnson that showcases Batman with the members of the band Rise Against and comes 
with a flexi single of the track, Broken Dreams Inc. : from the upcoming Dark Nights: Death 
Metal soundtrack produced by Tyler Bates.
Get ready for the earth-shattering encore! The legendary team behind Dark Nights: Metal 
and Batman: Last Knight on Earth takes center stage and reunites for one last tour. When 
the Earth is enveloped by the Dark Multiverse, the Justice League is at the mercy of the 
Batman Who Laughs. Humanity struggles to survive in a hellish landscape twisted beyond 
recognition, while Batman, Wonder Woman, and Superman have all been separated and must 
fight to survive. Unleash the beast and let the head banging begin!
Limited to 3,000 units for comics shops.

SPECIAL EDITIONS

written by SCOTT SNYDER
pencils by GREG CAPULLO
inks by JONATHAN GLAPION
cover by DAVE JOHNSON
ON SALE 6/18/21
Please Inquire | 32 PAGES | FC | DC

ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR



DARK NIGHTS: DEATH METAL #2 SOUNDTRACK SPECIAL 
EDITION - GREY DAZE WITH FLEXI SINGLE FEATURING 
"ANYTHING, ANYTHING"  

This special edition of the second issue of Dark Nights: Death Metal features an all-new cover 
by Ryan Brown that showcases Superman with the members of the band Grey Daze and 
comes with a flexidisc of the track "Anything, Anthing."
Get ready to scream! Wonder Woman roars across the horrifying Dark Multiverse landscape 
in the world’s most nightmarish monster truck, with Swamp Thing riding shotgun! The two 
arrive at the ghoulish cemetery base of Batman and his army of zombies, but can the former 
friends stand each other long enough to form a plan and take back the planet? (Plus, what’s 
Lobo doing in space?) Don’t miss the second chapter of the wildest ride in the DC Universe, 
from the epic team of writer Scott Snyder and artist Greg Capullo!

Limited to 2,000 units for comics shops.

SPECIAL EDITIONS

written by SCOTT SNYDER
pencils by GREG CAPULLO
inks by JONATHAN GLAPION
cover by RYAN BROWN
ON SALE 6/18/21
Please Inquire | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
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ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR



DARK NIGHTS: DEATH METAL #3 SOUNDTRACK SPECIAL 
EDITION - DENZEL CURRY WITH FLEXI SINGLE FEATURING 
"BAD LUCK"  

This special edition of the third issue of Dark Nights: Death Metal features an all-new cover by 
Kai Carpenter that showcases Deathstroke with Denzel Curry and comes with a flexi single 
of the track: Bad Luck from the upcoming Dark Nights: Death Metal Soundtrack produced by 
Tyler Bates.
All aboard! When the Justice League launches its assault on New Apokolips, the team’s goal is 
to free Superman from his solar prison. But it’s all going off the rails when they learn that the 
Man of Steel is gone for good thanks to the Anti-Life Equation. Plus, the deep secret of the 
Darkest Knight is revealed–but how much darker could the Batman Who Laughs possibly get? 
And don’t miss the surprise return of everyone’s favorite wannabe Robin!
Limited to 2,000 units for comics shops.

ALLOCATIONS MAY OCCUR

SPECIAL EDITIONS

written by SCOTT SNYDER
pencils by GREG CAPULLO
inks by JONATHAN GLAPION
cover by KAI CARPENTER
ON SALE 6/18/21
Please Inquire | 32 PAGES | FC | DC
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ORDER DIRECT FROM GRAPHITTI DESIGNS AT: GRAPHITTIDESIGNS.COM
or order from the Graphitti Designs/Apparel Section in the PREVIEWS Order Form  
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FILL OUT THIS INTERACTIVE CHECKLIST AND 
RETURN TO YOUR RETAILER TO MAKE SURE YOU 
DON’T MISS THE LATEST FROM DC!
(Tuesday availability at participating stores) 
TO VIEW CATALOG, VISIT: DCCOMICS.COM/CONNECT

Store info:

    COMICS
M  V  M = Main V = Variant
              Check with your retailer for variant cover details.
Available Tuesday, June 1, 2021

 _ _ DC Horror Presents: The Conjuring: The Lover #1

Available Tuesday, June 15, 2021
 _ _ Static (Season One) #1

Available Tuesday, July 6, 2021
 _ _ Batman #110
 _ _ Batman Secret Files: The Signal #1
 _ _ Batman: The Adventures Continue Season Two #2
 _ _ Crime Syndicate #5
 _ _ Crush & Lobo #2
 _ _ DC Horror Presents: The Conjuring: The Lover #2
 _ _ Green Lantern #4
 _ _ Justice League #64
 _ _ Justice League Infinity #1
 _ _ Sensational Wonder Woman #5
 _ _ Suicide Squad #5
 _ _ The Next Batman: Second Son #4
 _ _ The Nice House on the Lake #2
 _ _ The Swamp Thing #5

Available Tuesday, July 13, 2021
 _ _ American Vampire 1976 #10
 _ _ Batman: The Detective #4
 _ _ Batman: Urban Legends #5
 _ _ Challenge of the Super Sons #4
 _ _ Detective Comics #1039
 _ _ Future State: Gotham #3 
 _ _ Infinite Frontier #2 
 _ _ Justice League: Last Ride #3
 _ _ Rorschach #10
 _ _ Superman: Son of Kal-El #1
 _ _ The Batman & Scooby-Doo Mysteries #4
 _ _ The Joker #5
 _ _ Wonder Woman #775

Available Tuesday, July 20, 2021
 _ _ Batman/Catwoman Special #1
 _ _ Blue & Gold #1
 _ _ Catwoman #33
 _ _ Justice League #65
 _ _ Legends of the Dark Knight #3
 _ _ Looney Tunes #261
 _ _ Nightwing #82
 _ _ Shazam! #1
 _ _ Static (Season One) #2
 _ _ Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow #2
 _ _ Superman and the Authority #1
 _ _ Superman Red & Blue #5
 _ _ The Dreaming: Waking Hours #12
 _ _ The Flash #772
 _ _ Truth & Justice #6
 _ _ Wonder Girl #3

Available Tuesday, July 27, 2021
 _ _ Action Comics #1033
 _ _Batman Secret Files: Huntress #1
 _ _ Batman: Reptilian #2
 _ _ Batman/Superman #20

 _ _ Checkmate #2
 _ _ Detective Comics #1040
 _ _ Harley Quinn #5
 _ _ Icon & Rocket (Season One) #1
 _ _ Infinite Frontier #3
 _ _ Mister Miracle: The Source of Freedom #3
 _ _ Robin #4
 _ _ RWBY/Justice League #4
 _ _ Strange Adventures #11
 _ _ Teen Titans Academy #5
 _ _ The Other History of the DC Universe #5
 _ _ Wonder Woman #776
 _ _ Wonder Woman Black & Gold #2 RAPHIC 

Available Tuesday, August 3, 2021
 _ _ MAD Magazine #21
 _ _ Suicide Squad: Get Joker! #1

    COLLECTED EDITIONS
Available Tuesday, August 10, 2021

 _   John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 25: Another Season

Available Tuesday, August 17, 2021
 _   Gotham City Monsters
 _   Starman Compendium One
 _   Sweet Tooth: The Return

Available Tuesday, August 24, 2021
 _   Fables Compendium Three

Available Tuesday, August 31, 2021
 _   Batman Adventures: Cat Got Your Tongue?
 _   Batman: Zero Year
 _   Swamp Thing: New Roots

Available Tuesday, September 7, 2021
 _   Batman: The Brave and the Bold-The Bronze Age Omnibus Vol. 3
 _    Batman/Fortnite: Zero Point 
 _    Joker/Harley: Criminal Sanity 

Available Tuesday, September 14, 2021
 _    Batman: The Court of Owls Deluxe Edition
 _    Deathstroke by Christopher Priest Omnibus
 _    Fourth World by Jack Kirby Omnibus (New Printing) 
 _    Superman & Lois Lane: The 25th Wedding Anniversary Deluxe Edition  

Available Tuesday, September 21, 2021
 _   Justice League Dark: The New 52 Omnibus

Available Tuesday, September 28, 2021
 _   Aquaman: 80 Years of the King of the Seven Seas The Deluxe Edition

Available Tuesday, December 14, 2021
 _   Absolute Fourth World by Jack Kirby Vol. 2
 _   DC Poster Portfolio: Dark Nights: Metal
 _   Superboy and the Legion of Super-Heroes (Tabloid Edition)

Available Tuesday, December 21, 2021
 _   DC Poster Portfolio: Jim Lee Vol. 2   OR

    ORIGINAL GRAPHIC NOVELS
Available Tuesday, September 14, 2021

 _    Unearthed: A Jessica Cruz Story
Available Tuesday, September 28, 2021

 _    Teen Titans: Beast Boy Loves Raven
 _    Wonderful Women of the World




